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Abstract 

   

1 | Introduction  

Over the past 20 years, large-scale data has increased in various fields. Under the explosive rise of 

global data, the term big data is mainly used to describe massive data sets. Compared to traditional 

data sets, big data typically contains piles of unstructured data that require more real-time analysis. In 

addition, big data also brings new opportunities to discover new values, helps us gain a deep 

understanding of hidden values, and also incurs new challenges, as usual, how to effectively organize 

and manage such datasets [1]. 

Currently although the importance of big data is generally recognized, people still have different 

opinions about defining it. In general, big data should mean data sets that cannot be understood, 

acquired, managed, and processed by traditional IT and hardware software/tools at a tolerable time. 

In 2010, Apache Hadoop defined big data as "data sets that could not be recorded, managed and 

processed by public computers within an acceptable range." According to this definition, in May 

2011, McKinsey & Company, a global consulting agency, announced big data as the next frontier of 

innovation, competition, and productivity [2]. 
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Big data should mean such data sets that cannot be obtained, stored, and managed by classic database 

software. This definition consists of two sentences: first, that the volume of data sets that meet the big 

data standard is changing, and may grow over time or with technological advances; second, the volume 

of data sets that meet the big data standard in different applications is different. Currently, big data 

generally spans from multiple TB to multiple PB [2]. 

Today, big data related to the service of internet companies is growing rapidly. For example, Google 

processes data from hundreds of petabites (PB), Facebook generates log data of more than 10 PB per 

month, Baidu, a Chinese company, processes data from dozens of PB's, and Taobao, a subset of Alibaba, 

generates data from dozens of terabits (TB) for online transactions per day. As internet services 

developed, queryed indicators and contents were growing rapidly. So search engine companies had to 

face the challenges of handling such big data. Google created the GFS [3] and MapReduce [4] 

programming models to tackle the challenges brought by data management and internet-scale analytics. 

In addition, content produced by users, sensors, and other ubiquitous data sources also displayed 

onerous data streams that required a fundamental change to the computing architecture and large-scale 

data processing mechanism. In January 2007, database software pioneer Jim Gray called such a 

development "Paradigm IV" [5]. He also thought the only way to deal with such a paradigm was to 

develop a new generation of computational tools to manage, visualize and analyze massive data. In June 

2011, another milestone event occurred; EMC/IDC published a research report titled Extracting Values 

from Chaos [6], which introduced the concept and potential of big data for the first time. 

In the rest of paper, we first review the evolution of data sources. In Section 2 we examine six of the 

most important areas of data analysis including organized data analysis, text analysis, website analysis, 

multimedia analytics, network analysis, and mobile analytics. Finally, conclusion of paper provided in 

Section 3. 

2 | Big Data Application 

Big data analytics can provide useful values through judgment, suggestions, support, or decision making. 

However, data analysis involves a wide range of applications, which often change and are very complex. 

2.1 | Key Applications of Big Data 

Evolution of the program recently, big data analytics has been proposed as an advanced analytical 

technology, which typically involves large-scale and complex applications under certain analytical 

methods. In fact, data driven applications have emerged in the past decades. By the early 1990s, for 

example, BI had become a dominant technology for business applications, and network search engines 

emerged based on massive data mining processing in the early 21st century. Some potential and 

influential applications from different backgrounds and their data and analysis features are discussed as 

follows. 

2.1.1 | Evolution of business applications 

The first business data generally structured data, which was collected by companies from legacy systems 

and then stored in RDBMSs. The analytical techniques used in such dominant systems were in the 1990s 

and were intuitive and simple, for example, in reporting forms, dashboards, querying with terms, search-

based business intelligence, online transaction processing, interactive visualization, scorecards, 

predictive modeling, and data mining [7]. Since the beginning of the 21st century, Global Wide Web 

Networks and Networks (WWW) provide a unique opportunity for organizations to have online displays 

and interact directly with customers. Abundant products and customer information such as clickstream 

data logs and user behavior can be obtained from WWW. Product layout optimization, customer trade 

analysis, product offers, and market structure analysis can be done by text analysis and website mining 

techniques. The quantity of mobile phones and tablets surpassed laptops and PCs for the first time in 
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2011. Mobile phones and the Internet of Things based sensors are opening up a new generation of 

innovation applications, and require significantly larger capacity to support location sensing, people-

oriented, and field-conscious practice. 

2.1.2 | Evolution of network applications 

The early generation of the Internet mainly provided email and WWW services. Text analysis, data mining, 

and web page analysis have been applied to extract email contents and building search engines. Today, 

most applications are web-based regardless of their field goals and design. Network data account for a 

major percentage of global data volume. The web has become a common platform for interconnected 

pages, full of different types of data, such as text, images, audio, videos, and interactive content, etc. 

Therefore, a large amount of advanced technologies used for semi-structured or unstructured data emerged 

at the right moment. For example, image analysis can extract useful information from images, (e.g., facial 

recognition). Multimedia analytics technologies can be applied to automated video surveillance systems for 

businesses, law enforcement, and military applications. Since 2004, online social media, such as internet 

forums, online communities, blogs, social networking services, and multimedia websites, offer users plenty 

of opportunities to create, upload and share content [8]. 

2.1.3 | Evolution of scientific application 

Scientific research in many fields is gaining massive data with highthroughput sensors and tools such as 

astrophysics, oceanography, genomics, and environmental research. The American National Science 

Foundation recently announced the BIGDATA program to promote efforts to extract knowledge and 

insight from large and complex digital data collections. Some scientific research disciplines have developed 

big data platforms and have achieved useful results. In biology, for example, iPlant [9] applies network 

infrastructure, physical computing resources, coordination environment, virtual machine resources, inter-

operational analysis software, and data services to help researchers, educators, and students enrich plant 

sciences. iPlant datasets have high types in form, including specifications or reference data, experimental 

data, analog or model data, observation data, and other derivative data. 

2.2 | Data Analysis Models 

We can divide data analytics research into six key technical areas, as one, structured data analysis, text data 

analysis, web data analysis, multimedia data analysis, network data analysis, and mobile data analysis. Such 

a classification aims to emphasize the characteristics of the data, but some areas may use similar basic 

technologies. Since data analysis has wide scope and comprehensive coverage is not easy, we will focus on 

key problems and technologies in data analysis in the following discussions. 

2.2.1 | Structured data analysis 

The structure of data analysis business applications and scientific research may produce massive structured 

data, from which management and analysis rely on mature commercial technologies, such as RDBMS, data 

warehouse, OLAP, and BPM (Business Process Management) [10]. Data analysis is mainly based on data 

mining and statistical analysis, both of which have been well studied over the past 30 years. However, data 

analysis is still a very active field of research and new functional demands will lead to the development of 

new methods. For example, statistical machine learning based on accurate mathematical models and 

powerful algorithms has been applied to anomaly detection [11] and energy control [12]. Exploiting the 

characteristics of data, time and space mining can extract knowledge structures hidden in high-speed data 

streams and sensors [13]. Driven by privacy protections in e-commerce, e-government, and healthcare 

applications, data mining privacy protection is an emerging research field [14]. Over the past decade, 

process extraction has become a new research field especially in process analysis with event data [15]. 
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2.2.2 | Text data analysis 

Text data analysis is the most common data storage format of text, as such, emails, business documents, 

web pages, and social media. Therefore, text analysis is deemed to have more business-based potential 

characteristics than structured data. In general, text analysis is a process for extracting useful information 

and knowledge from unstructured text. Text mining is interdisciplinary, which includes data retrieval, 

machine learning, statistics, computational linguistics, and data mining in particular. Most text extraction 

systems are based on text phrases and Natural Language Processing (NLP), with a greater emphasis on 

the latter. NLP allows computers to analyze, interpret and even generate text. Some common NLP 

methods include lexical acquisition, word sense disambiguation, part-speech labeling, and free grammar 

of possibilities context [16]. Some NLP-based techniques have been applied to text extraction, including 

data extraction, subject models, text summarization, classification, clustering, question answers, and 

comment mining. 

2.2.3 | Web data analytics 

Web data analytics data analysis has emerged as an active research field. It aims to automatically retrieve, 

extract, and evaluate information from web documents and services so as to discover useful knowledge. 

Web analytics relates to several research areas including databases, data recovery, NLP, and text mining. 

According to the different sections extracted, we categorize web data analysis into three related areas: 

extracting web content, extracting web structure, and extracting web usage [17]. Extracting web content 

is a process of discovering useful knowledge on web pages, which generally includes a variety of data, 

such as text, image, audio, video, code, metadata, and hyperlink. 

2.2.4 | Multimedia analysis 

Research on image, audio, and video extraction has just been called multimedia analysis, which will be 

discussed in Section 6.1.5. Since most of the web content data is unstructured text data, research on web 

data analysis mainly centers around text and hypertext. Text mining is discussed in Section 6.1.3, while 

hypertext extraction involves extracting semi-structured HTML files containing hyperlink. Supervised 

learning and classification plays important roles in hyperlink extraction, such as, email, newsgroup 

management, and web catalog maintenance [18]. Extracting web content can be done by two methods 

of data retrieval and database method. Data recovery mainly helps or improves data reviews, or filters 

user information according to deductions or configuration documents. The purpose of the database 

method is to simulate and integrate data into the web, to conduct more complex queries than searches 

based on keywords. Web structure extraction includes models for discovering web link structures. Here 

the structure refers to related schematic charts on a website or among multiple websites. Models are 

built on topological structures provided with hyperlinks with or without link descriptions. Such models 

reveal similarities and correlations among different websites and are used to categorize website pages. 

Pagerank [19] and Clever [20] make full use of the model to look up the relevant website pages. Thematic 

reptile is another successful case using the model [21]. Extracting web use is aimed at mining auxiliary 

data generated by web dialogs or activities. Web mining content and web mining structure use basic web 

data. Web usage data includes access logs on web servers and proxy servers, browser history records, 

user profiles, registration data, user meetings or transactions, cache, user queries, bookmarking data, 

mouse clicks and scrolls, and any other types of data generated through web interaction. 

As web services and Web2.0 are becoming mature and popular, web usage data will increasingly have a 

high variety. Web use extraction plays key roles in personalized space, e-commerce, network 

privacy/security, and other emerging areas. For example, participatory recommendation systems can 

personalize e-commerce using different user preferences. 
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Multimedia data analysis of multimedia data (mainly including images, audio, and videos) have been 

growing at an amazing pace, which extracted useful knowledge and understood semantemes with analysis. 

Because multimedia data is intigent and most such data contains richer information than plain structured 

data or textual data, data extraction faces a huge challenge of semantic differences. Research on multimedia 

analytics covers many disciplines. Some recent research priorities include multimedia summarization, 

multimedia description, multimedia index and recovery, multimedia offer, and multimedia event 

recognition, etc. Audio summary can be done by extracting highlight words or phrases from metadata or 

synthesizing a new representation. Video summarization is to interpret the most important or 

representative video content sequence, and can be static or dynamic. Static video summarization methods 

use a key frame sequence or context-sensitive key frames to represent a video. Such methods are simple 

and have been applied to many business applications (such as Yahoo, Alta Vista and Google), but their 

performance is poor. Dynamic summarization methods use a series of video frames to show a video, taking 

other smooth actions to make the final summary look more natural. The authors of [22], propose a subject-

oriented multimedia summarization system (TOMS) that can automatically summarize important 

information in a video belonging to a particular subject area, based on a specific set of features extracted 

from the video. A multimedia explanation inserts tags to describe the contents of images and videos at 

both syntax and semantic levels. With such tags, it is easy to manage, summarize, and retrieve multimedia 

data. 

Since manual annotation is both time and labor intensive, automated annotation without any human 

interventions becomes awesome. The main challenge for automatic multimedia description is semantic 

difference. Although much progress has been made, the performance of existing automated writing 

methods still needs improvement. A lot of efforts are currently underway to simultaneously discover both 

manual and automated multimedia mentions [23]. Multimedia indexing and retrieval includes describing, 

storing, and organizing multimedia information and helping users easily and quickly look at multimedia 

resources [24]. In general, multimedia indexing and retrieval consists of five procedures: structural analysis, 

feature extraction, data mining, classification and indexing, querying and retrieval [25]. Structural analysis 

aims to segment a video into several semantic structural elements, including lens boundary detection, key 

frame extraction, and scene separation, etc. According to the result of structural analysis, the second 

method is feature extraction which mainly involves extracting most of the features of key frames, objects, 

texts, and gestures that are the foundation of indexing and video retrieval. Data mining, classification, and 

references to the use of extracted features to find video content modes and put videos into scheduled 

categories so as to generate video indicators. After receiving the query, the system will use a similarity 

measurement method to look at a candidate video. Optimizes the recovery result of relevant feedback. The 

multimedia recommendation is to recommend specific multimedia content according to users' preferences. 

It proves to be an effective approach to providing personalized services. Most existing recommendation 

systems can be categorized in content-based systems and collaboration-based policing systems. Content-

based methods identify the overall characteristics of users or their interesting, and recommend users for 

other content with similar features. These methods rely largely on measuring content similarity, but most 

of them are troubled by limitations of analysis and excessive specifications. 

Collaborative filtering methods identify groups with similar interests and recommend content for group 

members according to their behavior [26]. Now, a mixed method is introduced, which integrates the 

benefits of the two types of above methods to improve the quality of the recommendation [27]. The U.S. 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) launched the TREC Video Recovery Assessment 

to detect an event in video clips based on Event Kit, which contains some text descriptions of concepts 

and video samples [28] and [29], the author proposed a new algorithm for special multimedia event 

recognition using several positive training examples. Research on video event detection is still in its infancy, 

focusing primarily on sporting or news events, performances or abnormal events in video monitoring, and 

other similar events with repetitive patterns. 
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2.2.5 | Network data analysis 

Network data analysis has evolved from initial quantitative analysis [30] and sociological network analysis 

[31] to emerging online social network analysis at the beginning of the 21st century. Many online social 

networking services, including Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn, etc. have become increasingly popular 

over the years. Such online social networking services generally include massive relevant data and 

content data. Link data is mainly in the form of graphical structures describing communications between 

the two entities. Content data includes text, image, and other network multimedia data. Rich content on 

such networks brings both unprecedented challenges of nd opportunities for data analysis. According 

to the data-driven perspective, existing research in the fields of social networking services can be 

classified into two categories: link-based structural analysis and content-based analysis [32]. Research on 

link-based structural analysis has always been conducted on link prediction, community discovery, social 

network development, and social influence analysis, etc. SNS may be visualized as a graph, in which 

each vertex matches a user and the edges match the correlations among users. Since SNS are dynamic 

networks, new vertices and edges are constantly added to graphs. Link prediction predicts the possibility 

of future connection between two vertices. Many techniques can be used to predict grafting, for 

example, feature-based classification, possibility methods, and linear algebra. Feature-based classification 

is to select a group of features for a vertex and use the existing link information to generate binary 

classifiers to predict the future link [33]. 

Prometheories methods aimed at constructing models for connection possibilities among apexes in SNS 

[34]. Linear algebra calculates the similarity between the two vertices according to the same singular 

matrix [35]. A society is represented by a subgraph matrix, in which the binding edges of the vertices 

have a high density under the graph, while the edges between the two subgraphs have a much lower 

density [36]. Many methods have been proposed and studied for community diagnosis, most of which 

are target functions based on tapology based on the concept of capturing the structure of society. Do et 

al. use the property overlapping communities in real life to propose an effective large-scale SNS 

community recognition method [37]. The purpose of research on SNS is to look for a rule and deduction 

model to interpret the evolution of the network. Some empirical studies have found that proximity bias, 

geographical constraints, and other factors play important roles in the evolution of SNS [38]-[40], and 

some generational methods are suggested to help design the network and system [41]. Social influence 

refers to a case where people under the influence of others change their behavior. The power of social 

influence depends on the relationship between individuals, network distances, time effect, and the 

characteristics of networks and individuals, etc. Marketing, advertising, recommendations, and other 

uses can benefit from social impact by quantitatively measuring the impact of individuals on others [42], 

[43] in general, if the duplication of content in SNS is taken into account, the performance of link-based 

structural analysis may be further improved. Content-based analytics on SNS is also known as social 

media analytics. Social media includes text, multimedia, positioning, and comments. Yet social media 

analysis faces unprecedented challenges. First, massive and constantly growing social media data should 

be automatically analyzed in a reasonable time window. Second, social media data contains a lot of noise. 

For example, bloggers include a lot of spam blogs, and it has inconseance tweets on Twitter as well. 

Third, SNS dynamic networks, which often and quickly vary and are updated. Existing research on social 

media analysis is still in its infancy. Given that SNS contains massive information, learning to transmit 

in incognomous networks with the aim of transmitting knowledge information among different media 

[44]. 

2.2.6 | Mobile data analysis 

Analyzing mobile data as of April 2013, Android apps provided more than 650,000 applications, 

covering almost all categories. By the end of 2012, monthly mobile data flows had reached 885 PB [45]. 

Massive data and plentiful applications demand mobile analysis, but also a few challenges. As a whole, 

mobile data has unique features, as such, mobile sensing, animated flexibility, noise, and plenty of 

redundancy. Recently, new research has been launched in the field of mobile analysis in various fields. 
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Since the investigation into mobile analytics has just begun, we have only introduced some recent and 

representative analytics applications in this section. As the number of mobile users grows and performance 

improves, mobile is now useful for building and maintaining communities, such as communities with 

geographic locations and communities based on different cultural backgrounds and interests (for example, 

the latest Webchat). Traditional networking communities or SNS communities are short of online 

interaction between members, and communities are only active when members sit against computers. In 

the photo, mobile phones can support rich engagement anytime, anywhere. Mobile communities are 

defined as a group of people with the same hobbies (as one, health, safety, and entertainment, etc.) gather 

on networks, meet to create a common goal, make decisions through counseling to achieve their goal, and 

begin to implement their plan [46]. In [47], the authors proposed a qualitative model of a mobile 

community. It is now widely believed that mobile community applications will greatly promote the 

development of the mobile industry. Recently, advances in wireless sensor, mobile communications 

technology, and streaming processing enable people to build a body area network to promptly monitor 

people's health. In general, medical data from different sensors have different characteristics in terms of 

characteristics, temporal and spatial relationships as well as physiological relationships, etc. 

In addition, such datasets include privacy and safety protection. In [48], Garg and his colleagues introduce 

a multimodal transport analysis mechanism for prompt monitoring of health. In situations where only very 

comprehensive health-related features are available, Park and her colleagues in examined better utilization 

approaches. Researchers from Gjwik University College in Norway and the Biometric Drawi collaborated 

to develop a smartphone app that analyzes speeds while people walk and uses speed information to unlock 

the immune system [49]. Meanwhile, Robert Delano and Brian Pryce of the Georgia Institute of 

Technology developed a program called iTrem that monitors human body tremors with internal seismicity 

on mobile phones to cope with Parkinson's and other nervous system diseases. 

3 | Conclusion 

The big data technology is still in its infancy. Many key technical problems, such as cloud computing, grid 

computing, stream computing, parallel computing, big data architecture, big data model, and software 

systems supporting big data, etc. should be fully investigated. In this paper, we review the background and 

state-of-the-art of big data, then we focus on the some of the most important areas of data analysis 

including organized data analysis, text analysis, website analysis, multimedia analytics, network analysis, and 

mobile analytics. Finally, we introduce several key areas of the program from big data. 
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